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 [title] Language Of The Future[/title] [size=2][img] This is a proof of concept for a language of the future. The language is originally in Bulgarian and is being translated to English. There are many English errors in the original text and many parts of the text is not translated. Also I have added some English text to improve readability. Proofs of concept is about proving something by making an
example of it. A concept is a general idea about something and a proof of concept is about making an example of it to prove that it exists. In this case I made a proof of concept for a language of the future. [size=2][img] [caption]s kortoro serio, s kortoro serio[/caption] [caption]may you forgive me, may you forgive me[/caption] This is a proof of concept for a visual novel. The visual novel is
translated from Bulgarian to English. Proofs of concept is about proving something by making an example of it. A concept is a general idea about something and a proof of concept is about making an example of it to prove that it exists. In this case I made a proof of concept for a visual novel. [caption]hello, fellow roborants[/caption] [caption]I wrote a book about bear, i wrote a book about

bear[/caption] This is a proof of concept for a book. The book is translated from Bulgarian to English. Proofs of concept is about proving something by making an example of it. A concept is a general idea about something and a proof of concept is about making an example of it to prove that it exists. In this case I made a proof of concept for a book. [caption]i have just met an orphan[/caption]
[caption] this is the first line[/caption 82157476af
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